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An Electronic Voting Protocol with Deniable

Authentication for Mobile Ad Hoc Networks

Abstract

In this article, we propose a deniable electronic voting authentica-

tion protocol for mobile ad hoc networks, which meets the essential

requirements of a secure e-voting system. Due to the characteristics,

constraints, and security requirements of mobile ad hoc networks, our

protocol does not require the aid of any centralized administration and

mobile nodes could cooperate with each other to securely facilitate e-

voting. Finally, the proposed protocol provides the ability to deniable

authentication. When a legal voter casts a vote with this voting system,

he/she can deny that he/she has voted for a third party and the third

party cannot judge who votes.

Keywords: Cryptography, e-voting, deniable authentication, mobile ad

hoc networks, security.

1 Introduction

Supporting group decisions has become an important topic in the field of com-

puter applications, and electronic voting (e-voting) has received a great deal

of attention in recent decades. People can use modern digital devices such as

PCs, PDAs, cell phones, or laptops and networks such as Internet, Intranet,

wireless networks, or ad hoc networks to make group decisions electronically.

Let us examine the following scenario.

Jack is a general manager and he comes to inspect a new factory with the

board of directors. Then, his secretary tells him and directors that there is a

pressing emergency and that it immediately needs them to be decided by vote.

Moreover, it is to be a silent vote and their mobile devices such as PDAs are
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unable to access the Internet to reach the online e-voting system. Is there a

simple and secure way for them to use their own mobile devices to place their

votes? An ad hoc mode e-voting seems applicable to this scenario. Just as

existing e-voting systems attempt to do, our e-voting protocol for mobile ad

hoc networks is designed to fulfill the requirements shown below.

1.1 General Requirements of E-Voting

In this subsection, we will briefly describe the essential criteria that a secure

e-voting system should satisfy the following requirements:

Completeness: A voting system would be called completeness if it is unable

to fake a vote, unable to remove a valid vote from the final tally, and

unable to add an invalid vote to the final tally.

Uniqueness (Unreusability): Each of eligible voters can cast their vote

only once. In other words, the voting system must prevent double voting.

Privacy: Although an intruder can eavesdrop on the messages that are trans-

mitted between a voter and the electoral unit (the voting center), the

transmitted vote itself is anonymous. In other words, no one can link

the ballot to the voter.

Eligibility: Before beginning the vote, each voter must pass a series of voter

authentication processes. When the voter passes the authentication pro-

cess, he/she is permitted to join the vote. In other words, only eligible

voters are allowed to vote.

Fairness: During the voting phase, no one can know the partial results of the

election and all the voted ballots must be kept secret until the end of

the voting session. In other words, no transitory information is learned

before the tally result is published.
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Verifiability: For a voting system, anyone should be able to independently

verify that all legitimate votes have been counted correctly. In this case,

the system has achieved strong verifiability. Weak verifiability means

that the voter only can verify his/her own vote.

Uncoercibility: The voter must be able to cast the vote according to his/her

own conscience. In other words, no voter can be force to vote in a

particular way thanks to the prevention of bribery and extortion.

Mobility: A voting system would have achieved mobility if there is no restric-

tion on the designated location in which voter can cast his/her ballot.

Efficiency: The computational loads must be light and able to be performed

within a reasonable amount of time. In other words, no heavy computa-

tional load through the duration of the election.

Scalability: Due to the fact that messages exchanged for the vote consume

significant CPU cycles and wireless bandwidth, an e-voting system has

to take the communication rounds between voter and voting system into

account during the whole course of the election.

Deniable authentication: When a voter casts a ballot to the voting center,

the ballot should been verified only by the voting center and the voting

center cannot prove the ballot to any third party, even if he/she fully-

cooperates with the third party. In other words, the voter can deny his

vote to a third party.

1.2 Ad Hoc Networks and Their Security Considera-
tions

A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) can be quickly deployed as needed as

it consists of some available mobile nodes with wireless network interfaces to
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form a temporary network. In MANETs, nodes use wireless radio technol-

ogy to communicate with each other directly if they are both within wireless

transmitter range. However, since there is no stationary infrastructure or cen-

tralized administration such as base stations, communication nodes must act

as routers for themselves and also rely on other nodes to relay communication

data. Moreover, several key features of MANETs must be taken into considera-

tion if they are to be used [9, 20], including limited power, limited memory, and

limited calculation capacity. In MANETs, security is a more important issue

when compared to wired or other wireless systems [5, 24, 32, 33, 37, 38, 39].

A malicious node or an intruder can easily eavesdrop on the communication

channels between ad hoc nodes and discovers sensitive information. This is

known as, a passive or eavesdropping attack. Eavesdropping attacks can cause

many threats to the security and privacy of the network. On the other hand,

malicious nodes can inject false messages, alter them, or re-send them on

the communication channels between nodes and frustrate the communication

among these nodes in the network. This is known as, an active attack, and

includes impersonation attacks, replay attacks, and man-in-the-middle attacks.

As a result of the threat posed by the above-mentioned attacks, there are many

cryptographic techniques commonly used to design security countermeasures

for MANETs such as symmetric-key (secret key) [1], asymmetric-key (public

and private key) [19], and one-way hash functions [25].

1.3 Our E-voting Protocol: Motivations and Goals

Usually, a mobile ad hoc network is deployed in a designated area without

any fixed infrastructure or centralized authority. While most existing e-voting

protocols are reliant upon a centralized and trusted third party (such as a

registration center, monitor center, or publishing center), it is unfeasible to

introduce them within an ad hoc network. Motivated by the basic differences

between ad hoc and fixed networks and the characteristics of ad hoc networks
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mentioned above, we have re-examined and re-considered existing e-voting pro-

tocols and designed an applicable e-voting protocol for mobile ad hoc networks

where mobile nodes would cooperate with each other to implement e-voting.

The basic idea of our e-voting protocol is that mobile nodes are organized

into two roles to form an underlying service group for electronic voting. The

first role is that of the chosen group leader 1 (also called the system), and the

second is that of the other nodes that play the role of voters. To the best of our

knowledge, this is the first attempt to an electronic voting protocol for mobile

ad hoc networks with deniable authentication. Our e-voting protocol can not

only achieve the above-mentioned essential requirements in Section 1.1, but

they also can resist the above-mentioned passive and active attacks listed in

Section 1.2, thereby increasing e-voting’s security, and reliability, and can be

practically applied to MANETs.

1.4 Outline

The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews related

works of e-voting and tools used in our protocol. Details of the proposed

e-voting protocol are described in Section 3. A performance evaluation of

the proposed approach and the comparisons between some related e-voting

protocols and ours are conducted in Section 4. In Section 5, we conclude the

article and discuss possible future work.

2 Related Works

In this section, we review some related works regarding the basic concepts of

e-voting, and cryptographic techniques used in our protocol.

1Group leader election is a non-trivial issue in ad hoc networks and detailed technique
on this can be found in [29, 36] and is out of the scope of this paper.
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2.1 Previous and Related Works Regarding E-Voting

Chaum (1981) [7] proposed the first electronic voting method that enables

voters to electronically cast his/her ballot over insecure networks. Later, there

were persistent efforts made by researchers to increase security and to make

the applications of e-voting more comprehensive. Several e-voting protocols

have been proposed in the literature [4, 6, 8, 10, 21, 22, 26, 27, 31, 35].

Liaw (2004) [26] proposed an e-voting protocol using smart cards. In their

protocol voters could use the receipt stored in the smart card to confirm

whether his/her vote had been counted or not. If it has not been counted,

the voter can ask the publishing center to recount his/her vote by sending the

receipt. However, this approach lacks the requirement of uncoercibility [6] and

thus it is difficult to prevent vote buying and extortion.

Chen et al. (2003) [8], and Chang et al. (2006) [6], introduced a public

proxy server that has the advantage of increased anonymity during the voting

phase. The voter sends his/her vote to the voting center through a trusted

proxy server, and the original network address of voter can be replaced by a

proxy address. Thus it is impossible to link a ballot to a voter or to trace the

location of the voter’s. However, both of their protocols are unable allow to

voter to verify whether their vote has been counted or not and the requirement

of verifiability has thus not be achieved.

Karro and Wang (1999) [22] proposed an online election protocol without

using blind signatures for large scale elections. In their protocol, six servers

are introduced to provide integrity and privacy of communication between the

voters and the servers; and the link between the ballot and the voter is be

broken thus guaranteeing the requirement of anonymity. However, practically

speaking, their protocol seems too complex to implement [8].

To reduce the cost of management, Cranor and Cytron (1997) [10] proposed

a well-known electronic voting protocol called Sensus that required only two
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servers, namely a validator and a tallier. However, Baiardi et al. (2005) [4]

showed that Sensus suffers from the vulnerability that illegitimate votes would

be counted in the final tally and the requirement of completeness would not be

achieved. Also, they further proposed an improvement of Sensus called SEAS

(Secure E-voting Applet System).

2.2 Hard Problem Assumptions

The security of our proposed e-voting protocol is under the assumption that

the computational Diffie-Hellman (CDH) [12] problem is hard; that is, given

g, gx ∈ Z∗
p and gy ∈ Z∗

p , it is hard to compute gxy, where g is a generator of

Z∗
p and p is a large prime.

Moreover, it is hard to invert an one-way hashing function h(.); that is,

given x and h(.), it is easy to compute h(x) = y. On the contrary, given y, it

is hard to find x, satisfying h(x) = y.

Finally, it is hard to solve the discrete logarithmic problem [15]; that is,

given a generator g of Z∗
p and X ∈ Z∗

p , it is computationally infeasible to find

x, satisfying X = gx mod p, where p is a large prime.

2.3 Deniable Authentication

Dwork et al. (1998) [14], first proposed an application of zero-knowledge, de-

niable authentication protocols. Afterward, many paper followed his lead and

furthered this work [2, 3, 16]. Deng et al. (2001) [11] introduced two applica-

tions regarding deniable authentication schemes: a coerced electronic voting

system, and secure negotiations over the Internet. In this article, we focus on

the first application and propose a protocol based on the Diffie-Hellman [12]

algorithm.

A completed deniable authentication encryption scheme is defined as fol-

lows: The integrity of a given message should be verified only by an intended

receiver and the intended receiver cannot prove the source of the given message
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to any third party, even if he/she fully-cooperates with the third party. As a

result, we integrate the concept of deniable authentication into our protocol

that enables a voting system to verify the source of a given ballot, but not

prove to any third party the identity of the voter. The advantage of deni-

able authentication provides freedom from coercion in e-voting systems over

insecure networks. Moreover, the proposed e-voting protocol with deniable

authentication is based on the Diffie-Hellman algorithm. For the reason, the

authentication of our e-voting protocol is deniable and no trusted third party

is required [17].

3 The Proposed E-Voting Protocol

Motivated by the special characteristics of MANETs and based on the essential

requirements of e-voting and the need to avoid the attacks mentioned in Section

1, in this section we demostrate a secure and efficient e-voting protocol with

deniable authentication and apply it to ad hoc networks. Due to the absence

of centralized authority, there is no need to be aided by a third party such as

registration center, monitor center, or publishing center; and there are only two

participants in the proposed e-voting protocol, namely voter and the system.

Before describing our protocol, we define some basic notations and assumptions

laid out in Table 1 and 2, respectively. The proposed e-voting protocol consists

of two phases: the authentication phase and the voting phase. We describe

the two phases in detail below.

3.1 Authentication Phase

The flowchart of this phase is shown in Figure 1. The chosen group leader

(system) [29, 36], S first generates an unique tag# for a vote and does the

following:

Step 1: S selects a random number, a ∈ GF (p) to compute X = ga and
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Table 1: Notations

(G, g, p) An element g of large prime order p in a finite cyclic group G.
Vi The voter.
S The system.

(pki, ski) A public key and private key of node i,
where pki = gxi = Yi ∈ G, ski = xi ∈ GF (p).

tag# An unique tag number for a vote.

σj
i A signature on message Msgj

i .
V Apki

An algorithm that on input (m,σ), outputs 0 if σ is not
a valid signature of the message m with respect to pki,
and 1 otherwise.

SKj
i A static shared key between node Ni and node Nj,

where SKj
i = Y xi

j = gxixj = Y xj
i = SK i

j.

m,mi The ballot and the marked ballot of Vi.
H(.) A collision-free one-way hash function.

Ni A nonce.
ESK [.] The symmetric encryption function with shared session key SK.
DSK [.] The symmetric decryption function with shared session key SK.
Epki

(.) The asymmetric encryption function with user Ui’s public key pki.
Dski

(.) the asymmetric decryption function with user Ui’s private key ski.

Table 2: Assumptions

A-1 The links between connected mobile nodes are bidirectional and the
mapping between the node i identifier IDi and its corresponding
public key is clear to every node that participates in the ad hoc network.

A-2 Each node is capable of executing Epki
(.), Dski

(.), ESK [.], DSK [.]
and H(.) algorithms.

A-3 The system is a trusted node and is responsible for supervising the
whole procedure of voting and publishing the final voting result.

A-4 The static shared key SKj
i is protected by node Ui and node Uj and the

node never shares its private key with anyone else.
A-5 An attacker may un-intrusively eavesdrop, modify or re-send messages

into the wireless channel between two communication nodes in MANETs.
However, we assumed that the proposed protocol does not provide a
mechanism to against a Denial-of-Sevice (DOS) attack. For this attack,
an attacker can simply disrupt, subvert, or destroy a network and this
kind of attack is common though to all protocols in MANETs.
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makes (Msg1
S = {tag#, IDS, NS, X, m}, σ1

S) with his identity IDS, a

nonce NS and a blank ballot m, where σ1
S is S’signature on message

Msg1
S.

Step 2: S broadcasts the message (Msg1
S = {tag#, IDS, NS, X, m}, σ1

S) to

all voters.

Step 3: Each attended Vi checks whether V ApkS
(Msg1

S, σ1
S) == 1 holds or

not. If it holds, Vi selects a random number b ∈ GF (p) to compute

Y = gb and makes (MsgVi
= {tag#, IDS, NS, IDVi

, NVi
, Y }, σVi

) with

his identity IDVi
, a nonce NVi

and a signature σVi
on message MsgVi

;

otherwise, stop.

Step 4: Vi sends the message (MsgVi
, σVi

) to S.

Step 5: S checks the validity of IDVi
, if the qualification and format are

incorrect, the reply message will be rejected. Moreover, S further checks

whether V Apkvi(MsgVi
, σVi

) == 1 holds or not. If it does not hold, stop;

otherwise, S computes VS,Vi
= Y a = gab and stores (IDVi

, NVi
, VS,Vi

) in

his/her own database.

Step 6: Upon collecting all the received replies, S makes (Msg2
S={tag#, IDS,

NS, H(IDVi
, NVi

, VS,Vi
)}, σ2

S) and broadcasts it to all voters.

Step 7: Vi checks whether V ApkS
(Msg2

S, σ2
S) == 1 holds or not. If it holds, Vi

computes V ′
S,Vi

= Xb = gab = Y a and checks whether H(IDVi
, NVi

, V ′
S,Vi

) ?
=

H(IDVi
, NVi

, VS,Vi
). If above holds, both the voter Vi and the system S

can generate a unique and common vote (IDVi
, NVi

, VS,Vi
).

3.2 Voting Phase

Step 1: As the voter Vi begins to vote, he/she makes their decision mi,

challengei and computes SKS
Vi

, where SKS
Vi

= Y xvi
S = gxsxvi .
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Authentication phase

V oter Vi

(pkvi
= gxvi , skvi

= xvi)
System S

(pkS = gxs, skS = xs)

1. Select a random
number a and
compute X = ga mod p.2. (Msg1

S={tag#, IDS,
NS, X, m},σ1

S)¾

3. Select a random
number b and

compute Y = gb mod p.

4. (MsgVi
= {tag#, IDS,

NS, IDVi
, NVi

, Y },σVi
)- 5. Compute VS,Vi

= Y a

and store IDVi
, NVi

, VS,Vi

in DB.6. (Msg2
S = {tag#, IDS,

NS, H(IDVi
, NVi

, VS,Vi
)}

, σ2
S)¾

7. Compute V ′
S,Vi

= Xb

and check ?
= VS,Vi

.

Figure 1: The data flow in the authentication phase

Step 2: Vi sends MsgVi
= {tag#, IDS, NS, EpkS

(IDVi
, NVi

,mi, Challengei,

H(IDVi
, NVi

, VS,Vi
,mi, SKS

Vi
))} to S.

Step 3: S checks the validity of tag# and uses its private key skV to re-

cover IDVi
, NVi

,mi, Challengei and H(IDVi
, NVi

, VS,Vi
,mi, SKS

Vi
). Then,

S computes SKVi
S = Y xs

vi
= gxsxvi = Y xvi

S and checks whether H(IDVi
, NVi

, VS,Vi
,

mi, SKVi
S ) = H(IDVi

, NVi
, VS,Vi

,mi, SKS
Vi

) holds or not. If it holds, mi

is counted into the tally result and marks (IDVi
, NVi

, VS,Vi
) non-fresh;

otherwise, stop.

Step 4: S computes E
SK

Vi
S

[Challengei + 1] and sends it to Vi for freshness

checking.

Step 5: Finally, Vi uses the static shared key SKS
Vi

to recover message Challengei+

1 by computing DSKS
Vi

[E
SK

Vi
S

[Challengei + 1]] for freshness checking. If

it holds, Vi is convinced that his/her vote has been counted into tally

result.
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Voting phase

V oter Vi

(pkvi
= gxvi , skvi

= xvi)
System S

(pkS = gxs, skS = xs)

1. Select a Challengei

and compute SKS
Vi

. 2. MsgVi
={tag#, IDS,

NS, EpkS
(IDVi

, NVi
,mi,

Challengei, H(IDVi
, NVi

,VS,Vi
,mi, SKS

Vi
))}. -

3. Compute SKVi
S and

check ?
= SKS

Vi
.

Mark VS,Vi
non-fresh.

4.E
SK

Vi
S

[Challengei + 1]
¾5. Check Challengei + 1

Figure 2: The data flow in the voting phase

4 Discussions and Analysis

In the section, we will analyze the essential requirements and security of our e-

voting protocol and show a performance comparison of our protocol with other

related protocols, in terms of the computational and communicative costs.

4.1 Requirements Analysis

In this subsection, we show that our proposed e-voting protocol meets the

above-mentioned requirements of electronic voting listed in Section 1.1 and

shown in Table 3.

Completeness: In our protocol, an attacker is unable to fake a vote unless

he/she knows VS,Vi
and SKS

Vi
. Furthermore, based on Assumption 3

mentioned in Section 3, without malicious system internally, no one can

add an invalid ballot to the final tally, or remove a valid ballot from

the final tally; and our protocol maintains the completeness of a voting

system.

Uniqueness: For this requirement, it is important that a legal voter can not

vote more than once. During the voting phase, the system will check
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whether the voter’s status is fresh or not by comparing IDVi
, NVi

, VS,Vi
.

If the system detects that the information IDVi
, NVi

, VS,Vi
is marked as

non-fresh, this indicates an occurrence of double voting. Consequently,

a legal voter can cast at most one vote in our protocol.

Privacy: Public key techniques are what we employ in our protocol to sat-

isfy the privacy requirement. During the voting phase, an attacker can-

not obtain any knowledge from ballot messages in Step 2 because the

voter encrypts the ballot messages with the system’s public key pkS. For

this reason, no one can link the ballot to the voter due to absence of

Challengei, VS,Vi
and SKS

Vi
and we have confirmed that our protocol

meets this requirement.

Eligibility: Before casting a vote, a voter must register himself/herself to the

system and the two sides must agree on vote information VS,Vi
during

the authentication phase. In addition, Vi also needs the static shared

key SKS
Vi

to complete the vote during the voting phase. As a result, this

requirement is achieved in our protocol.

Fairness: Due to the fact that an attacker cannot decrypt the ballot message

without knowing the system’s private key skS, no one can learn the

partial results of an election and all the voted ballots are kept secret until

the end of the voting session. Additionally, as a result of Assumption 3,

the system cannot reveal the partial results to anyone before the end of

voting and this requirement is confirmed in our protocol.

Verifiability: Based on the Assumption 3 mentioned in Section 3, our proto-

col uses a challenge-response concept during the voting phase and thus

the voter Vi can confirm that his/her vote has been counted correctly if

Vi verifies that the response from the system S is valid. To do so, our

protocol adds the voting response E
SK

Vi
S

[Challengei + 1] from S to Vi in
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order to achieve verifiability.

Uncoercibility: To prevent bribery and extortion, the voter Vi cannot be able

to prove to others for whom he/she has voted. Thus, Vi is unable to reveal

mi to others even if Vi has been bribed and reveals IDVi
, NVi

, VS,Vi
since

H(IDVi
, NVi

, VS,Vi
,mi, SKS

Vi
) is under the protection of the static shared

key SKS
Vi

during the voting phase. Therefore, our protocol achieves

uncoercibility.

Mobility: Our protocol is designed to be implemented on mobile ad hoc net-

works and the voter can freely cast his/her marked ballot on the system

through the ad hoc network without any restrictions on designated loca-

tions. Certainly, this requirement is met in our protocol.

Deniable authentication: According to the above mentioned attacks, we

must show that the protocol is deniable. As the voter votes on a matter,

he/she can deny he/she has voted to a third party since this secret infor-

mation can be similarly generated by the system that also holds the same

VS,Vi
and SKS

Vi
. Moreover, in the voting phase, after receiving a vote

MsgVi
= {tag#, IDS, NS, EpkS

(IDVi
, NVi

,mi, Challengei, H(IDVi
, NVi

,

VS,Vi
,mi, SKS

Vi
))}, the system can verify the source of SKS

Vi
with his/her

private key sks. But the system cannot prove the source of the vote

MsgVi
to a third party. For SKS

Vi
= Y xvi

S = gxsxvi = Y xs
vi

= SKVi
S ,

the system can make a marked ballot m′
i and construct a vote Msg′Vi

=

{tag#, IDS, NS, EpkS
(IDVi

, NVi
,m′

i, Challengei, H(IDVi
, NVi

, VS,Vi
,m′

i, SKVi
S

))}, which is different from MsgVi
. Msg′Vi

is indistinguishable from the

actual vote computed by Vi and the system can simulate the vote of Vi.

Hence, the third party cannot judge who has voted and this implies that

our e-voting scheme is a deniable authentication protocol.
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Table 3: Comparisons of general requirements between our protocol and other
related protocols

Protocols
Dini’s protocol Liaw’s protocol Chang-Lee’s Our protocol

Requirement [13] [26] protocol [6]
Completeness Yes Yes Yes Yes
Uniqueness Yes Yes Yes Yes
Privacy Yes Yes Yes Yes
Eligibility Yes Yes Yes Yes
Fairness Yes Yes Yes Yes
Verifiability Yes Yes No Yes
Uncoercibility Yes No Yes Yes
Mobility Yes Yes Yes Yes
Deniable No No No Yes
authentication

4.2 Security Analysis

In this subsection, we show how our protocol resists passive and active attacks

as follows:

• Man-in-the-middle attack: If an attacker Eve wants to successfully inject

fake secrets X ′ = ga′ for voters and Y ′ = gb′ for the system to perform

the man-in-the-middle attack during the authentication phase, he must

first be aware of the system’s private key skS and the voter’s private key

skv used to generate signatures so as to convince both entities. In fact,

she is unable to perform the man-in-the-middle attack in our protocol

due to above-mentioned Assumption 4 in Section 3.

• Impersonation attack: To resist this attack, in our protocol, Eve is unable

to impersonate a legal voter Vi to cast a valid ballot unless she knows

a secret VS,Vi
and a shared key SKS

Vi
. However, based on Assumption

4, it is impossible for Eve to execute such an attack successfully in our

protocol.
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• Replay attack: In our protocol, this attack can be prevented by checking

tag#, nonces, and signatures during the authentication phase and Eve

cannot forge the information H(IDVi
, NVi

, VS,Vi
,mi, SKS

Vi
) to perform a

replay attack in the voting phase.

• Eavesdropping attack: If Eve eavesdrops on the traffic between the voter

and the system during the authentication phase, she can determine who

communicates with the system. Although she ascertains X = ga and

Y = gb, from the computational Diffie-Hellman problem, she is unable

to derive VS,Vi
= gab. Furthermore, she is unable to discover who the

voter has voted for from the message transmitted in Step 2 and during

the voting phase because it is protected by an one-way hash function.

So, our protocol resists this kind of attack.

4.3 Performance Analysis

In this subsection, we evaluate the performance of the proposed e-voting proto-

col in terms of the total number of cryptographic operations performed during

the authentication and voting phases, as shown in Table 4. For the communi-

cation round, multiple and independent messages can be sent in a single round.

Owing to the requirement of scalability, too many interactions are not scalable

in ad hoc networks. Therefore, the voter and the voting system must take the

communication rounds into account during the whole election. In Table 5, we

show the performance comparisons of our protocol with other that of related

protocols reported [6, 8, 26, 35], in terms of computational and communicative

costs.

From Table 5 shows that our proposed protocol, the computational loads

of the voter and the system are almost equal because the system is also uti-

lized via ad hoc nodes and the computational operations that are performed

by the nodes should be balanced to meet the real circumstance of ad hoc
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Table 4: Estimation of performance of the proposed e-voting protocol

Phase Voter Vi System S Communication cost
Authentication 2TExp+1THa+ 2TExp+1THa+ 3 rounds

1TEn+2TDe 2TEn+1TDe

Voting 1TExp+1THa+ 1TExp+1THa+ 2 rounds
1TEn+1TSym 1TEn+1TSym

TExp: The number of exponentiation operation performed
THa: The number of hashing operation performed

TEn: The number of asymmetric encryption operation performed
TDe: The number of asymmetric decryption operation performed

TSym: The number of symmetric encryption/decryption operation performed
Rounds: The number of communication rounds for voter and system

Table 5: Performance comparisons

Protocol Voter operations System operations Communication cost
Chang et al. [6] 1TExp+2THa+ 8TExp+3TDe+ 4 rounds for voter

1TEn+2TSym 23TSym 11 rounds for systems
Chen et al. [8] 3TExp+1THa 7TExp 3 rounds for voter

4 rounds for systems
Liaw [26] 5TExp+1THa 5TExp 2 rounds for voter

3 rounds for systems

Henŕiquez et al. [35] 8TExp+3TEn+ 2TExp+10TEn+ 2 rounds for voter
2TDe 1TDe 2 rounds for systems

Our Protocol 3TExp+2THa+ 3TExp+2THa+ 2 rounds for voter
2TEn+2TDe+1TSym 2TEn+2TDe+1TSym 3 rounds for system
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networks. Additionally, the most time-consuming operations are public key

encryption TEn and decryption TDe and we can choose a lightweight public

encryption/decryption algorithm to perform those operations. For example,

ElGamal encryption [15] can be applied to our protocol. It is different from

the RSA encryption [34] due to its security depending on the amount difficulty

faced to solve discrete logarithm problem, as opposed to factoring problem. In

ElGamal encryption, a sender A computes X1 = gr and X2 = m⊕H(Y r) and

sends (X1, X2) to a receiver B, where r is a random number, (x, Y = gx) is

B’s private/public key, H(.) is an one-way hash function and m is a message.

Afterwards, in ElGamal decryption, a receiver B decrypts out the message

m by computing m = X2 ⊕ H(Cx
1 ). From above computations, encryption

and decryption can be roughly estimated as the following, TEn = 2TExp + THa

and TDe = TExp + THa, respectively. In addition, Elliptic Curve Cryptography

(ECC) [23, 30] is widely being adopted to provide Public Key Cryptogra-

phy (PKC) support in resource-constrained environments so that the existing

PKC-based solutions can be exploited. Recently, TinyECC[18, 28], a software

package, is being investigated to provide ECC-based PKC operations that can

be flexibly configured and integrated into limited-resource sensor devices. Tar-

geted at security of TinyECC, it provides PKC-based schemes that have proven

to be secure and 160-bits ECC has the same security level as 1024-bits RSA.

Moreover, TinyECC supports three well-known ECC mechanisms, including

the Elliptic Curve Diffie-Hellman (ECDH) key agreement, the Elliptic Curve

Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA), and the Elliptic Curve Integrated En-

cryption Scheme (ECIES). As a result, we can adopt TinyECC to provide a

ready-to-use and publicly available software package for ECC-based public key

cryptography operations in MANET applications and we believe that the per-

formance of our proposed e-voting protocol is acceptable for mobile nodes and

can be practically applied over MANETs.
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5 Conclusion

In this article, we propose a deniable authentication e-voting protocol that not

only meets the general requirements of a secure e-voting system but is also

suitable for application over mobile ad hoc networks. The proposed protocol

does not need the aid of centralized authorities such as authentication centers,

tally centers, and monitor centers, which makes it more applicable than other

existing protocols relying on on-line third party services. In the future, we plan

to implement the proposed protocol into realistic scenarios to further evaluate

the performance of our e-voting system through ad hoc networks.
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